Appeal towards COVID-19 Response
To,
The Humanitarian Supporters,
The coronavirus pandemic is not only a health emergency, but an economic and
social one. Thousands of wage earners have lost their work. Many of the workers
from other states have been stuck up away from their homes. Children are living with
distressed condition and are in nutritional deficits. Health care and sanitation are also
at risk. The farmers have confronted with huge losses as their farm products are
unsold because of national lock down.
With the closure of businesses and limits on movement, thousands will experience
huge financial challenges in the months ahead. Together, we can help those who
need it most. In response to the crisis we propose to support those affected
financially by COVID-19, helping older people, single parents and families who are
unable to work, who need money to buy medicines, fruits, milk, and are struggling to
make essential purchases. Though Govt of India and Govt of Odisha have initiated
support but it seems insufficient visualising the gravity of scenario.
The coronavirus outbreak is changing life as we know it and therefore NYSASDRI
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM & SOCIAL WORK (NSJS) seeks the benevolent
patrons of India as well as abroad for supporting resources, including financial,
required for food and other provisions, sanitary items, masks and such other for the
vulnerable groups wherever is necessary. Our team of students & staffs are ever
ready to be a part of this mission and in small way they have initiated the awareness
cum sensitisation programme in the surrounding villages of the institution.
As we are the responsible citizens we need to unite and extend support to those who
desperately require food, medicines, essential commodities and revival support on
livelihood.
Kindly donate as minimum as possible as individuals/ group or through network. I am
sharing herewith bank information and other details through which donation can be
made instantly.
Account Holder’s name :NYSASDRI SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM & SOCIAL WORK
Name of Bank & Branch :Syndicate Bank, Dhenkanal
Account Number

:80832200047304

IFSC Code

:SYNB0008083

Thank you in advance for your humanitarian support.
Regards,
(Sarangadhar Samal)
Director, NSJS

